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ement of Next
InVelligehce is pleased to present a speaker of unusual

for the February meeting. RICHARD VICTOR is Field Service Rep

tronics Division of Curtiss-Wright Aviation. He has an

ics and aviation, and has been interested in

UFO's for more than 16 years'. He will discuss the saucers from the viewpoint

scribe personal sightings and others that have been

and suggest a theory to account for their origin and purpose.

Friday, February 25, 1955 - 8,-30 P.m. - PLEASE BE PROMPT

57th Street, NewYork City - 6th floor

Summary of January 28 Meeting

Dr. Ivan Sanderson gave an extremely interesting lecture on saucers and other Fort-
ean phenomena, and Mr. Tex Ziegler showed a moving picture of a saucer which he took
m December 1952 in Minnesota. A two-page summary of these talks is attached for mem
bers. Non-members may obtain a copy of this report by sending 10 cents in coin and a
stamped self-addressed envelope to; Marty Meyerson, Secretary-Treasurer, Civilian Saucei

Intelligence, 67-90 Groton Street, Forest Hills, New York.

Corrections, Please

In Meyer Berger's column in the New York Times of February 7, 1955j appeared
an item about flying saucer fans. Several statements in this story were inaccurate
and misleading. First, Civilian Saucer Intelligence does NOT hold its meetings at
the Rigberg bookshop on Third Avenge (nor in the Philosophical Research Building).
Second, references are made to "the society's New York journal." Civilian Saucer
Intelligence of New York does NOT publish a magazine of any kind. Mr. and Mrs. Rig
berg are not members of the group and the organization has no connection with their
"Flying Sacuer News"} the magazine is NOT the official publication of CSI. Third,
the statement that the group "has a rather strong strain of occultists in it and
some wide-eyed teen-agers gripped by space virus" gives a false picture of the pre
sent organization and purpose of-CSI, which is trying to concentrate in a serious
and responsible way on the factual material involving unidentified flying objects.

Frank Edwards

As announced by CRIFO, Frank Edwards is making recorded commentaries for Sun
day broadcast. He is sponsored by locals of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
If you want to hear Frank Edwards again in the New York area, write or phone the

following locals:

Manhattan: Local 9h6, 2$k West 31 Street, LO U-U76O
Queens; Local 517, 91-16 ll»3 Street, JAmaica 6-0510
(The union has no locals in the Bronx, Brooklyn or Richmond)
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phenomena.

Dr. Sanderson pointed out that the generallyJ^^
has one advantage: it forces us to realize that we ^ac yg ^ ^^her
the way of tangible evidence on the rtgjt. He recai ^^ ^ ^^ on it

WEK$SSS'^S;^" -er experienced before.

He said that he too believes J^^t^! ^pufar^K
UK)'s - nay be devices of our own g^^^^^nhese saucer-shaped devices do not
Vt i thatthey come from ^JP™'™ $££ Ahid bjects are

UK)'s - nay be devices of our own g^^^^^nhese saucer-shaped devices do
aVpresent is that.they come from ^JP™'™ $££ Authorized objects are
complete the list of ^explainable phenomena, ^nyotne cylinders, and
flitting about the skies - cigar shapes, torpedo snapes, p^ ?^ ^ ^ BRg)alfl.

things seen only as lights «f-^~» ^J?" SLSS" sights. He has few references
cant job of collecting reports of such ««3jaexpixcaojLo s k objects. Dr. Sanderson

S cifically but ^ "gj-^* ^J£2&0 'm to be in the
cant job of collecting rep objects. Dr. Sand

Ssaucers specifically, but ^ "gj-^tf* ^J*£2&0 'seems to be in the
mentioned that one of the earlies^"^/i^L, to Heaven in a fiery chariot."
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belching flame from its fundament."

have a vast collection from

and described two cases of such teleportation***™ liyed at one ^ of the
on ttie island of Sumatra. Visitxng a^lf^^for dinner on the first evening
island, he found himself on\of "/others be£nS notife that tiny stones, about
of his visit. During dinner he and others ^gan h rolling across it, and

the size of BB shot, were ^"^J^litiflnd politeness, and
dropping to the floor, "hen curiosity ftnjuj J SJethem the following facts. The
the guests asked what was happening, their host gave thern^ ^ ^ ^

stones fell every night after sunset and in ge^hJ^lse butBthe tablecloth. The
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never be observed above that point. d h d tnem the accumulated pile
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volved the mysterious appearance of stones.
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scientists are no» discussing the theoretical
of light - which may prove after all to be possible
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Dr. Sanderson then introduced Hr. T«Zeigler
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Most remarkable, the light several
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a very high speed, though nowhere near the speed of light.

' After thanking Dr. Sanderson and Mr. Zeigler for their extremely interesting
talks, the Vice-President adjourned the meeting.




